1. Background
=============

India as the origin of records of self-burning ([@A1581REF1]) has witnessed different types of this act ([@A1581REF2]). According to Hindu mythology, Sati who married Shiva in opposition to her father's wishes was the first woman committed self-immolation ([@A1581REF3]). Moreover, the self-immolation of a Hindu widow on the funeral pyre of her husband which is called suttee (sati) is an historical forbidden example ([@A1581REF3]).

It would be important to find out how such stories would travel by means of literacy to other countries. Therefore, the aim of the present article is to highlight how a suttee story has travelled from India to Iran during the 16th century by the poem and was depicted in a book.

2. Poem Suz Va Gudaz (Burning and Melting)
==========================================

Late Naw'i Khabushani died at the beginning of the 16th century was an Iranian poet who had traveled to India at least twice. One of his masterpieces is the poem Suz va gudaz (burning and melting) which narrates the love story of a Hindu girl who self-immolates on the pyre of her beloved one.

Interestingly, Walters' free manuscript W.649 is an illuminated and illustrated copy of this poem. The codex was written by Ibn Sayyid Murad al-Husayni and illustrated by Muhammad Ali Mashhadi in 1657 ([@A1581REF4]). There are 8 miniatures in the book; the first one depicts the actual act of self-immolation. The picture below is the full-colored original miniature ([Figure 1](#A1581FIG1){ref-type="fig"}).
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3. Discussion
=============

Romm et al. in their review entitled: "Self-Immolation: Cause and culture" highlighted that self-immolation was usually applied as a dramatic mythical tool in diverse branches' of arts, including novel, song, movie, and opera ([@A1581REF3]). Similarly, Naw'i Khabushani in his poem Suz va gudaz has used self-immolation as a dramatic legendary device to narrate a love story ([@A1581REF4]).

It would be possible to hypothesize that Suz va gudaz poem plus its elegant miniatures might have supported the idea of self-immolation in Iranian poetries and paintings, the extent of which might never be revealed. Recent studies have also suggested that self-immolation usually occurs due to the copycat phenomenon ([@A1581REF5], [@A1581REF6]). As a result, it would also be possible to theorize that this book although to a lesser extent supported the idea of self-immolation among Iranian populations who read the book.

However, the interesting point is that whilst self-immolation in this story depicts a love story, among Iranian contemporary populations it applies as a means of hate and frustration. Therefore, it would be possible to hypothesize that by passing time the meaning of self-immolation and its applications have changed.

It is also worth mentioning that Naw'i Khabushani ([@A1581REF4]) has not been the first poet who wrote such a self-immolation story in Persian. Amir Hasan Dehlavi who was born in the 12 th century was a famous Indian poet who wrote in Persian. In his "Poem of Love" he narrated a rather similar story of self-immolation ([@A1581REF7]).

3.1. Conclusion
---------------

The poem Suz va gudaz plus its elegant miniatures might have supported the idea of self-immolation in Iranian poetries and paintings, the extent of which might never be revealed.
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